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Libra Industries’ Robert Brandt Elevated to IEEE Senior Member 

 
MENTOR, OH ― November 2017 ― Libra Industries, a privately held electronics 
manufacturing services (EMS) provider, is pleased to announce that Robert Brandt, Production 
Maintenance Specialist, has been elevated to the grade of IEEE (Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers) Senior Member. Only 10 percent of IEEE’s approximately 423,566 
members hold this grade, which requires extensive experience, and reflects professional 
maturity and documented achievements of significance.  
 
Brandt received a Senior Member Plaque from IEEE, as well as a 
free one-year membership in an IEEE Society. IEEE membership 
offers access to technical innovation, cutting-edge information, 
networking opportunities, and exclusive member benefits. 
 
IEEE is the world's largest technical professional organization 
dedicated to advancing technology for the benefit of humanity. The 
institute and its members inspire a global community to innovate for a 
better tomorrow through highly cited publications, conferences, 
technology standards, and professional and educational activities. 
IEEE is the trusted “voice” for engineering, computing, and 
technology information around the globe. 

 
Libra Industries continues to invest to provide customized manufacturing solutions to help make 
its customers more competitive and improve their profitability. For more information about Libra 
Industries, visit www.libraind.com. 

 
### 

 
About Libra Industries 

Libra Industries is a leading provider of integrated Electronic Manufacturing Services (EMS), serving 

OEMs with complex or technologically sophisticated manufacturing requirements in a broad range of 

industries including industrial automation, medical, military and aerospace, instrumentation and LED 

lighting. Four world-class manufacturing facilities allow Libra Industries to provide customers with 
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manufacturing flexibility including complete system build, module and subassembly production, as well as 

simple to complex PC board assembly. With an ongoing commitment to investment in people, quality 

systems, and the latest manufacturing equipment and processes, Libra Industries is committed to 

managing their clients’ products from initial design and prototype to full production; assisting their clients 

in their efforts to improve time to market, reduce total systems cost, and increase quality.  


